
Anna Bella Happy Hoppy Easter Fun In Flower

Easter is a joyous time for both kids and adults alike. It's a time when families
come together to celebrate new beginnings and the arrival of spring. To make this
Easter even more special, Anna Bella brings you the Happy Hoppy Easter Fun In
Flower extravaganza!
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Discovering the Magic

Step into a world of wonder as you join Anna Bella and her friends on an exciting
adventure in Flowerland. This enchanting setting is filled with beautiful flowers,
vibrant colors, and a sense of pure joy that will captivate your imagination.
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The Journey Begins

As you enter Flowerland, you'll be greeted by Anna Bella herself, dressed in her
adorable Easter bunny costume. With a big smile on her face, she welcomes you
to this magical world and invites you to join her in the festivities.

The fun starts with an engaging Easter egg hunt in a field of blooming tulips. As
you search for the hidden eggs, you'll be surrounded by the sweet scent of
flowers and the cheerful chirping of birds. It's a sensory experience that will make
your heart jump with excitement!

Delightful Activities for Everyone

Anna Bella has prepared a range of exciting activities to ensure that everyone,
young and old, can have a memorable time. From face painting to flower crown
making, there's something for everyone to enjoy.
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Children can take part in interactive storytelling sessions where they'll learn about
the importance of Easter and the power of new beginnings. They can also
participate in craft workshops to create their own Easter-themed decorations to
take home as special mementos.

Meanwhile, adults can relax and unwind in the Flowerland Café, enjoying
delicious treats and refreshing beverages amidst a backdrop of blooming flowers.
It's the perfect spot to take a break and soak in the beauty of the surroundings.

The Grand Finale

As the day comes to a close, Anna Bella invites everyone to gather around the
Easter bonfire for the grand finale. Watching the flames dance and hearing
stories of long-standing traditions, you'll feel a sense of warmth and unity.

And that's not all! There will be a spectacular fireworks display lighting up the
night sky, creating a breathtaking symphony of colors that will leave you in awe.
It's the perfect ending to a day filled with joy, laughter, and new friendships.

Why You Shouldn't Miss It

The Anna Bella Happy Hoppy Easter Fun In Flower extravaganza is an
experience like no other. It offers a unique opportunity for families to come
together and create lasting memories in a magical setting.

This event combines the beauty of flowers, the joy of Easter, and the spirit of new
beginnings into an unforgettable day of fun and laughter. It's a chance to escape
the daily routine and immerse yourself in a world where imagination knows no
bounds.

So mark your calendars and join Anna Bella on this extraordinary adventure in
Flowerland. Whether you're young or young at heart, this Easter extravaganza



will leave you with cherished moments and a lifetime of smiles.
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"When Bella and I travel to Flower we never know what to expect. But one thing
is for sure—we always have fun. And today is no exception. Our favourite rabbit
family invited us to Flower for Easter. We’re going to help them hide treats for the
village kids. Which means, Bella and I get to be bunnies. Cute, fluffy little
bunnies. But shortly after we arrive, we discover a problem. A really big problem!
All of the treats have been stolen! It’s up to us to save Easter!”

The Fun in Flower series focuses on positive relationships. Each book also
contains a common issue, and solution, that children experience. Among the
topics tackled are:

going first

including others

shyness

sibling rivalry

perseverance
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In addition, with easy-to-read language, and no evil/mean/scary characters, even
the most sensitive child can immerse themselves in the stories, making the books
ideal for bedtime. Appeals to ages 4-9.

Spark your child’s imagination with the Fun in Flower series. Soon they’ll be
dreaming about magical gems, soaring through the sky, swimming with dolphins,
and buzzing around like bees.

Books in the Fun in Flower Series:
ANNA & BELLA and the Puppy Problem
ANNA & BELLA Go Bananas
ANNA & BELLA and the Lost Charm
ANNA & BELLA Get Icy
Fun in Flower 4-Books-in-1 (books 1-4)
ANNA & BELLA's Bee-utiful Summer
ANNA & BELLA Princesses for a Day
ANNA & BELLA and the Missing Pumpkins
ANNA & BELLA's Festival Fun
Fun in Flower 4-Books-in-1 (books 5-8)
ANNA & BELLA's Big Break
ANNA & BELLA's Late Night
ANNA & BELLA and the Sunken Treasure
ANNA & BELLA's Sticky Valentines
Fun in Flower 4-Books-in-1 (books 9-12)
ANNA & BELLA's Magical Quest
ANNA & BELLA Catch the Flu
ANNA & BELLA's Happy Hoppy Easter
ANNA & BELLA Go Camping



About the Author
For 14 rewarding years, Jane Atkinson taught high-school math. When her
daughters were born, she decided to switch careers and become a full-time mom.
Years later, after many family adventures, Jane began to write the Fun in Flower
series. The books are a perfect combination of Jane's imagination and her
family's real-life experiences. She lives with her husband and two daughters in
Milton, Ontario.
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